CAPABILITY STATEMENT

INNOVATORS OF
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
Linked Group Services is a leading provider of complementary trade services and
renewable energy products to the mining and resources, construction, agricultural,
industrial and government sectors. Operating since 2010, the company is an innovator of
sustainable solutions in electrical, solar, air-conditioning, mechanical, automotive
electrical, data, fibre optic and steel fabrication.

» EXPERT STAFF
WITH A ‘CAN DO’ ATTITUDE
With a comprehensive set of trade and specialist services, the power of Linked Group Services is in its people. The company’s highly skilled and
site-ready team is backed up by quality tooling and equipment. Linked Group’ enviable reputation is based on reliability, superior skills and a ‘cando’ attitude. Linked attributes this to its comprehensive staff development program, whereby key personnel are supported with frontline and
project-management training.
Linked Groups’ history began in mining and renewable energy, encapsulating an impressive clientele base with continuous quality of their services
and products. Linked has expanded our mining services since its inception as well as continual service in the agriculture, industrial and commercial,
residential and Government sectors. Some of these same clients have now adopted not just exciting and innovative renewable ideas, but also
practical and reliable advancements from the renewables sector. Our expansive new complex has allowed an increase in fabrication works to
produce a locally made product as well as an increased range of service to all industries. Linked Group Services have made an indelible imprint
on the region and throughout Australia in its relatively short lifespan and is now endorsed as an elite service provider as well as an innovator in
sustainable solutions.
Our turnkey solutions in electrical, mechanical, fabrication and engineering services provide top tier contractors with a total package tailored to
meet individual requirements. Linked staff are experts in mining services and pride themselves on their extensive solar and renewables
knowledge. They are passionate about delivering practical products and services that save resources and reduce clients’ operational costs. The
company specialises in remote-area services and solutions across Australia with the vision of providing reliable energy in any location.

» SERVICES PROVIDED

» TRADES PROVIDED
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•

Electrical
Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning
Mechanical
Fabrication
Automotive (light and heavy)
Drafting
Engineering – Electrical

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mining services
Labour hire for all trades, services and administration – ongoing and
Shift relief
Supervision and Project Management
Maintenance and Shutdowns
Planning and Scheduling
Labour Hire – blue and white collar
Grid connect and standalone solar design and installation
Project management
Mechanical and electrical design and engineering
Flexible support contracts
Power quality audits (Trade Ally Network partner with Ergon)
Turnkey Projects (design, build, operations, maintenance and end of life)

» INNOVATION YIELDS SUSTAINABILITY ACCOLADES
Linked’s innovative approach to sustainability is evident with the development of products such as the award-winning Linked Eco-Hub and
PowerHouse Solution. Using state-of-the-art data capture equipment and expert analysis, Linked can provide clients with a review of their
current situation along with practical, cost-effective, renewable-energy alternatives. This powerful diagnostic approach is proven to have a major
impact on business operations, and the savings can more than repay a client’s investment in a relatively short period of time. Linked’s products
have also received impressive reviews from Pacific National for our remote power supply solutions. Returning our client’s plant to production 60
hours early after a 14-day shutdown, this project resulted in an improvement of plant availability from 65% to 85%.
The Linked Energy Eco-Hub
➢
➢

2016 Best New Product – QME Mining Awards
2014 Best New Product Launch – Queensland Contractors Awards

The Eco-Hub is a smaller off-grid innovation developed prior to the Linked Powerhouse. The Eco-Hub was designed to reduce maintenance time
and provide high-tech connectivity with tracking, charge alerts and a GPS-enabled locating device. Today, clients in possession of this product enjoy
ease of monitoring and tracking through a smart phone app.
The Linked Energy Powerhouse Solution – Sustainable energy savings for your business
➢
➢

2018 Finalist – Resource Industry Network ‘Out of the Box Award’
2018 State and National Winner - Master Electricians Australia.

Linked has set the standard when it comes to innovating, designing and ultimately achieving its very own fully sustainable off-grid complex – the
Linked Powerhouse. The Powerhouse is our flagship in Energy security and consists of a Tesla Powerpack setting the grid and several Solar arrays
across the complex allowing both redundancy and the ability to display Various technologies and installations to customers. The Power house is
backed up by the unrivalled reliable and efficient gas driven Capstone turbine generator. Linked Energy’s own manufactured products feature
throughout the complex, including the EcoRail® (designed and engineered in-house) and the EcoPort® (a solar carport engineered for cyclone areas,
featuring an EV charging station open to the public). The success of this complex is a reflection of the company’s unwavering commitment to
innovation and sustainable energy. It also demonstrates to the broader community that renewables can be more accessible to everyone.
The Linked Energy EcoPort - Solar Carport Solution
This invention provides both shelter and solar power generation for car parks in high-wind regions in an aesthetically pleasing way. The timeproven cantilever design of the EcoPort houses three vehicles per column and up to 9kW of PV in its basic form. The EcoPort may also be expanded
infinitely to house as many vehicles or solar panels as required. This can be formatted in a three-or-four-module configuration. Adjustable
configurations and tilt means the EcoPort can be installed in various locations, allowing for optimal solar harvest. EcoPort meets the rugged
requirements of wind region C classification, allowing installation in cyclone areas. Rag bolts are used as ground mounts, which are easily installed
using the company’s template (with builders and concreters familiar with this technique). The structure is hot-dipped galvanised, or alternatively,
it may be painted with a business’ corporate colours and/or logos. Optional light boxes allow for advertising, enhanced safety and security at
night.

QME Mining Awards 2015
Best New Product Launch – EcoHub
Master Electricians Excellence Awards 2018
Energy Efficiency Project – State Winner

The Linked Energy EcoSkid – Remote Power Solution
The most stable and reliable remote power solution created by Linked is the EcoSkid. Featuring an extended solar array, a battery Powerpack
and the additional backup of a Diesel Generator, the EcoSkid is essentially a portable version of our own Powerhouse. The key features of this
product are its ability to fold down the strut mounted wings of the solar array for safe and easy transport as well as heavy duty skids attached
underneath for mobility. The skid is designed and manufactured in house meaning there is no limit to the size requirements and additions that
can be added to suit clients needs. The skid is available in both an industrial and mining specification as well as for residential purposes.
Industry Sector Support
A major component of the work that Linked do is focused on creating sustainability within the industry sectors the company operates in.
Internally, Linked has an environmental policy and is continually working towards reducing the organization’s own carbon footprint. Linked
assists customers by supplying preventative maintenance and removing defect generators, which in turn reduces breakdowns and major
maintenance issues. This not only reduces the amount of downtime and costs for the customer, it also reduces our carbon footprint and overall
environmental impact.

» TESTIMONIALS
“I absolutely love living off the grid and the Habitats have proven to be a valuable mobile asset and are offsetting our living costs into
retirement.”
– RON JACKSON (who has been living in a Habitat building since 2015).
“The solar powered, stand-alone power supply we purchased from LGS has proved to be a much more cost-effective solution for us than providing
power from the grid. We will definitely be looking at solar as a means of cost-effective energy supply for our future needs.”
– JOEL FLEMMING - Pacific National (who purchased an off-grid power supply from Linked to provide electricity to a rail-safety-monitoring
system).

» CERTIFICATIONS
• Master electricians through the Electrical Contractors Association (ECA)
• Labour Hire License – 00750-L8Y6Q
• Member of the Safety Connect Program through ECA to comply to AS4801
• Clean Energy accredited installers
• Solar Council of Australia member (all staff are solar accredited)
• Artic certification
• Fibre optic Krone certification

» EQUIPMENT & CAPACITY
• Fully equipped fabrication workshop specialising in custom fabrication in stainless, aluminium and mild steel
• Saws – Semi Automatic Band Saw
• Welders – Mig and Tig
• Cranes – 10 tonne, overhead workshop crane
• Trucks/fleet – tilt tray, fully equipped welding truck, forklift, bobcat, excavator
• Lighting towers
• Generators and accessories
• Rigging
• Plasma cutter – cuts steel with compressed air, not oxy
• 60 tonne, 3 metre break press (folds steel)
• 10mm, 3 metre guillotine (cuts steel sheets)
• 3mm x 3 metre pan brake (folds steel)
• Spray Painting Facility

LINKED GROUP SERVICES PROUDLY PARTNER WITH LEADING ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES:
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